InfieldAnalytics
Market Report Dashboards to 2020
InfieldAnalytics is Infield Systems’ online dashboard
reporting application for the offshore oil and gas sector. It
increases the analytical value that our clients obtain from
our reports, forecasts and oil and gas sector trackers by
delivering them via an interactive system that dynamically
updates its views based on their choices; allowing them
to immediately perform their own analysis and thereby
saving them time. InfieldAnalytics is capable of delivering
each new forecast edition as soon as it is compiled, so
clients have access to the latest information based upon the
current market conditions.

InfieldAnalytics - Report Dashboards
Sector and region specific oil and gas reports are available via this interactive online dashboard.
Depending on their access, customers can add additional chart filters to their subscriptions that
give more granularity to searches; drill through to reveal line by line, project level information
or can build their own report, using bookmarks to save settings and share important details with
colleagues.

FIXED PLATFORMS

Each report dashboard includes navigational controls which enable clients to immediately recompile
the information enabling clients to quickly and easily focus in on the information which is pertinent
to them. Navigational controls include:

CONTROL LINES

FLOATING PRODUCTION
SUBSEA
PIPELINES
DEEPWATER
REGIONAL OVERVIEWS

• Geography (global or regional)
• Market segment (country, operator, water
depth, equipment type etc.)

• Metric (Capex or installations)
• Advanced filters (subscription dependent)

InfieldAnalytics - Scalable Service
The InfieldAnalytics dashboards are a scalable service, we can offer different packages to suit your
information requirements. The starting package provides access to a single quarter’s forecast for a
period of 12 months and this product can be purchased online through the Infield Shop. Advanced
options include:

• Annual subscriptions
• Open access
• Multiple sector or region access

• Advanced chart filters
• Drill through capability to underlying cost
and project data

InfieldAnalytics - Trackers
Infield Systems also uses the InfieldAnalytics technology to develop products which will enable our
clients to track a specific market sector using an interactive online dashboard. The first product to
be launched using this service is a Remotely Operated Vehicles Market Tracker Service (InfieldROV).
InfieldROV provides information via InfieldAnalytics on almost 1,300 currently operational ROVs
employed for drilling and marine construction duties. The dashboard can provide both a supply and
demand side forecast, as well as presenting the competitive landscape within the sector. Please
contact us for more information or to obtain a quotation.

www.infield.com

InfieldAnalytics - Sample Dashboard Layout
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Source: InfieldAnalytics

1. Geography Selection - use this navigational control to show a global or a regional view of the market. Seven regional views are
available. Once the criteria have been selected the map will focus on the selection and all charts and text will update accordingly.
2. Market Segment Selection - this provides the user with an option to change the contents of the chart to compare: regions,
countries, operators, water depths or other market specific information.
3. Metric Selection - alters how information is compiled so that figures displayed correspond to either EPIC Capex (phased work year)
or number of installations.
4. Advanced Filter Selection - access is determined by a client’s subscription level. It is possible to purchase an advanced subscription
whereby an aditional option allows subscribers to recompile all information displayed by a variety of options (time base, country,
equipment type, operator, water depth group etc.) to create their own bespoke charts.
5. Analytical Commentary - the text featured is determined by the criteria selected when using the analytical controls at the top of
the report. The home page features text which provides a high level market summary.
6. Equipment Location Map - provides an interactive geographical summary of installations.
7. Market Share by Sector Selection - the inner circle represents the past five years while the outer circle denotes the forecast
(current year and four years forward).
8. EPIC Capex/Installations by Sector Selection - provides a ten year forecast (last five years, current year and four years forward)
with an interactive legend for either Capex or installation counts, overlaid by a 3 and 5 year rolling CAGR.
9. Data Table for the Metric Selection (EPIC Capex in USD$m/installations) by Sector Selection - provides the summary data
according to the selection criteria used.
10. Market Performance versus Oil Price - plots oil price against forecast sector Capex for the chosen region.
11. a. Individual Chart Options (Export and Explore) - each chart has its own independent menu where users have the option to
explore or export the chart and its data.
b. Add to Personal Dashboard - (Top level subscription only) ability to add charts to your own private dashboard accessible via 12.
12. Dashboard Access - based on subscription level, clients can access each market, or their own private dashboard, via the tabs at
the top of the screen.
13. a. Provides the user with the capability to export the entire report to excel or Pdf
b. (Top level Subscription only) Bookmark the report with all choices made so that discoveries can be shared with colleagues
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